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A True Story About Plain Living and How It Knows Common Sense

By Mrs. Anna M. Wilcox in 1853 and published in New York City

She was not beautiful, but meekness shone forth in her features. She had a slow, steady pace, her cheeks were smooth, and her eyes were shining with the light of the Spirit. She was a child of the sun, and her heart was filled with love and joy. She was a sister to all who knew her, and her influence was a joy to all who were near her.

She was not rich, but her spirit was rich. She had no gold or silver, but she had the gold of her soul. She had no jewels, but she had the jewels of her heart. She had no beauty, but she had the beauty of her spirit.

She was not educated, but she was educated in the School of Experience. She had learned the lessons of life, and she could tell the story of her life. She had learned to trust in God, and she knew that He would provide for her.

She was not strong, but she was strong in faith. She had learned to rely on God, and she knew that He would give her strength. She had learned to trust in God, and she knew that He would provide for her.

She was not wise, but she was wise in the ways of the world. She had learned to rely on God, and she knew that He would give her wisdom. She had learned to trust in God, and she knew that He would provide for her.

She was not healthy, but she was healthy in mind. She had learned to rely on God, and she knew that He would give her health. She had learned to trust in God, and she knew that He would provide for her.

She was not happy, but she was happy in the knowledge of God. She had learned to rely on God, and she knew that He would give her happiness. She had learned to trust in God, and she knew that He would provide for her.

She was not perfect, but she was perfect in the sight of God. She had learned to rely on God, and she knew that He would give her perfection. She had learned to trust in God, and she knew that He would provide for her.

She was not holy, but she was holy in the sight of God. She had learned to rely on God, and she knew that He would give her holiness. She had learned to trust in God, and she knew that He would provide for her.

She was not perfect, but she was perfect in the sight of God. She had learned to rely on God, and she knew that He would give her perfection. She had learned to trust in God, and she knew that He would provide for her.

She was not holy, but she was holy in the sight of God. She had learned to rely on God, and she knew that He would give her holiness. She had learned to trust in God, and she knew that He would provide for her.

She was not perfect, but she was perfect in the sight of God. She had learned to rely on God, and she knew that He would give her perfection. She had learned to trust in God, and she knew that He would provide for her.
Chickens and Eggs.

A few days ago the Nine and Eleven attended a dinner where they were told that they ought to have a chicken dinner because some chickens almost stripped themselves. Everyone agreed that they ought to have a chicken dinner because it is the custom in this country to feed chickens at least once a week. However, no one seemed to be interested in the fact that there were only nine chickens in the basket. The boys were told that there were only nine chickens in the basket, and that if they continued to eat more chickens, they would soon be reduced to a state of starvation. The boys agreed that they would have to eat less chickens to avoid this state of affairs. They also agreed that they would have to eat more chickens to avoid the possibility of being reduced to a state of starvation. The boys agreed that they would have to eat more chickens to avoid the possibility of being reduced to a state of starvation.

Hamish Lenox.

On Thursday, October 12, the farmers are having a great deal of trouble with the rooster because it is crowing at all hours of the day and night. The farmers have tried to shut him up, but he is too clever for them. He is very noisy and keeps the neighbors awake at all hours of the night. The farmers have tried to get rid of him, but he is too clever for them. He is very noisy and keeps the neighbors awake at all hours of the night. The farmers have tried to get rid of him, but he is too clever for them. He is very noisy and keeps the neighbors awake at all hours of the night.

The President's Day.

A few minutes after the President's Day, the President of the United States, Mr. Wilson, made a speech in which he said that the President's Day was a day for all people to remember the contributions of the great men and women who have made this country great. He said that the President's Day was a day for all people to remember the contributions of the great men and women who have made this country great. He said that the President's Day was a day for all people to remember the contributions of the great men and women who have made this country great. He said that the President's Day was a day for all people to remember the contributions of the great men and women who have made this country great.

Pat Crowe Will Surrender.

On Saturday, October 13, Pat Crowe, a well-known cowboy, surrendered to the authorities. He had been on the run for several months and was wanted for various crimes, including horse theft and cattle rustling. He had been on the run for several months and was wanted for various crimes, including horse theft and cattle rustling. He had been on the run for several months and was wanted for various crimes, including horse theft and cattle rustling. He had been on the run for several months and was wanted for various crimes, including horse theft and cattle rustling.

Jos. A. Walker's

Jos. A. Walker's is a well-known tailor in the town. He is known for his high-quality clothing and his excellent customer service. He is known for his high-quality clothing and his excellent customer service. He is known for his high-quality clothing and his excellent customer service. He is known for his high-quality clothing and his excellent customer service.

The Theilling Co.

The Theilling Co. is a well-known furniture store in the town. They are known for their high-quality furniture and their excellent customer service. They are known for their high-quality furniture and their excellent customer service. They are known for their high-quality furniture and their excellent customer service. They are known for their high-quality furniture and their excellent customer service.

The Economical Buyer

The Economical Buyer is a newspaper column that provides advice on how to save money on everyday purchases. The column is written by a well-known financial expert who provides practical tips and advice on how to save money on everyday purchases. The column is written by a well-known financial expert who provides practical tips and advice on how to save money on everyday purchases. The column is written by a well-known financial expert who provides practical tips and advice on how to save money on everyday purchases.

PLUMBING

If you want a sanitary job of plumbing, I recommend you to Jos. A. Walker's. They are known for their high-quality work and their excellent customer service. They are known for their high-quality work and their excellent customer service. They are known for their high-quality work and their excellent customer service. They are known for their high-quality work and their excellent customer service.
IT IS FUNNY!

Yes it is funny to see how Krummell is ciying the law, selling last style Grey Home- stringing nearly as big as yard sticks at 35 cts a yard.

Reverible self lined Skirt Cloth button and waist for a cost blank at 50 cts a yard.

Black Goods to please in quality and price all Ladies wanting a Black Skirt or Black Dress.

Fresh lot of all that famous yard wide Black Twill, Silk at 50 cts a yard.

Silk embroidered: $1.00 Waist Plaids that are mar- velous for summer wear. Priced and stripe selling to earn a yard. Colors and Stripes for the summer season. Your stock is limited to only a part of the season of course, for the whole family down cheap.

Armarkol Coffee 10 cts. ps. Gentleman’s Suit at $1.50, Gentleman’s Suit at
25.

Gentlemen’s pants, the $0.99 kind at $0.95 and the $1.00 kind at $1.05 a pair, don’t think it is worth while to suffer a great deal on cheap. Boy’s Pants and Boys Nan- sies are on hand at 10 cts each, which is not too cheap to mention. It is a plentiful way the Store goes out of stock. New York Rocket, and its prices, they are good ones at the cheapest prices.

You will find what you want and the price will please you at your cheapest prices.

New York Rocket.

New York Rocket.

New York Rocket.

New York Rocket.

New York Rocket.

New York Rocket.

New York Rocket.
There's Great Satisfaction in knowing when you pay an article that the price and quality are right. Such is the satisfaction of those who buy from WILLIE'S COMPANY. For our store has been known for years to the trade as a place where real value is given to every article. We maintain the principle of dealing with a customer as though he were a friend, and in every transaction we are guided by the idea of giving the customer what he wants at a fair price. We have been in business for many years, and during that time we have built up a large trade by selling the best quality goods at just the right price. We are always ready to meet the wants of our customers, and we give them the very best in every transaction. We want to be your friend and your guide in the business of buying and selling. We welcome all who come to us and will do our best to make their visit a pleasant and profitable one.